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      We are a printing company established in 1993,  
with 100% Romanian capital, specializing in offset
printing.

   Our identity extends beyond cutting-edge
technology, encompassing substantial machinery
and precise tools that empower us to execute and
deliver orders swiftly. 

         What truly sets us apart is over 30 years of
expertise, unwavering professionalism, and a touch
of audacity that fuels our dedication to embracing
every challenge our clients present and guiding them
to successful outcomes.

WHO WE ARE
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SALES FORCE
                              Our consultants operate from two
                              coordination centers located in Iași. 
                              Furthermore, we respond swiftly to both
     the national and European markets.

We rank among the top printing companies in Romania,
with a specialization in both packaging and commercial
printing, as measured by our turnover.

Quality Management System - SR EN ISO
9001:2015,
Environmental Management System - SR EN ISO
14001:2015,
Occupational Health and Safety Management
System - SR EN ISO 45001:2018,
Food Safety Management System SR EN ISO
22000:2018
Certification of FSC Chain of Custody that
includes FSC Mix and FSC Recycled claims.

Since 2007 we have implemented the ISO
MANAGEMNT SYSTEM which certifies our services
and products as high quality. At this moment we have
successfully implemented the Integrated Management
System which includes the:
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Consulting in quality typographic products
involves a combination of high-standard
technological processes and effective
communication. 

NX PRINTS’s consultants offer
personalized support throughout the
project's various stages and equip you
with the necessary information for making
optimal decisions.

In the realm of product development,
design is a fusion of both science and art,
striving to discover the perfect balance
between functionality and aesthetics in
solving a particular problem. 

NX PRINT's technical department goes
above and beyond in its efforts to identify
the ideal harmony between form and
function, starting from the initial prototype
development, making any required
adjustments, and ultimately delivering the
final product.



PRE-PRESS
The foundation for achieving the highest quality
standards in printing lies in the meticulous and precise
technical preparation of your design concept for the
press.
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PRESS
The actual printing is carried out using offset machinery,
with a maximum sheet size of 70 × 100 cm.

POST-PRESS
The post-press finishing process incorporates quality
control systems to eliminate any errors, ensuring the
delivery of a flawless end product.

CUSTOMIZED LOGISTICS
          Leveraging our extensive 30+ years of experience
NX Print’s experts can enhance your project by affixing
various samples or accessories to the printed product.
Additionally, we offer flexible delivery options to
destinations of your choosing, both within Romania and
abroad.
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PACKING  
Our substantial printing capacity, exceptional
productivity, and top-notch finish quality make us a
dependable choice for packaging consumers, especially
those with significant volume requirements. NX Print's
equipment incorporates control systems, enabling
product sorting. This distinctive feature, coupled with a
range of tailored procedures, positions us to serve
prominent pharmaceutical and food companies operating
in highly regulated sectors where product traceability is
of paramount importance.

COMMERCIAL PRINT
Over our 30 years of operation, we've collaborated with
numerous Romanian and multinational companies, often tasked
with finding efficient solutions for various projects on short
notice. As a result, we've cultivated flexibility, proactivity, and
innovation capabilities. These attributes, combined with our
comprehensive technical equipment, enable us to produce a
wide array of printed products, including brochures, catalogs,
posters, leaflets, flyers, and booklets.

BOOKS
In the realm of book production, we offer flexibility to cater to
varying needs, black-and-white or full-color printing, and a
range of binding techniques such as saddle stitching, sewing,
or screw binding. We can produce books in both paperback
and hardcover formats.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Thanks to our expertise and innovative skilfulness, the printed
materials we produce are highly inventive. Consequently, our
clients can offer distinct products on the market, and our
advertising partners can provide their clients with cutting-edge,
functional solutions.
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BRAILLE



The facilities that we have and periodically improve let us maintain the quality of
our services at a high level, meeting in this way the most sophisticated
requirements of our customers.

 
COMPUTER TO PLATE 
Fujifilm Luxell V8.

Printing Presses
Heidelberg Speed Master 74-10 (5+5)
Heidelberg Speed Master 72 – 4 P3
KBA Rapida 105-6+L
Roland 704 

REEL SHEETER
S 140 High-pre ci sion reel sheeter

SHEETER MACHINE
CHM 1400 Precision High-Speed Sheeter
EF1450 Automatic high-speed 
flute laminating machine 

GUILLOTINE MACHINES
Polar 92X
Guowang Guilotine 115S
Cutting line Guowang K-137S

DIE CUT MACHINES 
(BRAILLE, EMBOSS, HOT FOIL) 
1 x GUOWANG C-106Q AUTOMATIC 
DIE-CUTTER WITH STRIPPING 
1x GUOWANG C-106Y DIE-CUTTING 
AND FOIL STAMPING MACHINE
2 x Heidelberg Cylinder 50x70

TEHNICAL 
CAPACITY



STRIPPING MACHINE 
1x HTQF-1080TR Automatic wastepaper

Stripping Machine with Robotic Arm

FOLDING MACHINES (FOR LEAFLETS) 
1x Heidleberg Stahlfolder BH-66
1x Heidleberg Stahlfolder TH-66

1x Stahlfolder TI 52
1x Stahlfolder TI 40

FOLDER GLUER (FOR FOLDED BOXES)
GOWANG EF-1100 6C

1x ZH-1000BFT-HS
1x Versor Eco 60 K3 

LAMINATING MACHINE
1x Automatic Laminator LAM-520

NFM-E1080-1450
1x Automatic laminator LAM 760 

HOT FOIL STAMPING MACHINE
1x GUOWANG C-106Y DIE-CUTTING

AND HOT FOIL STAMPING MACHINE 
1x Heidelberg Cylinder Hotfoil

UV VARNISH MACHINE
1x Heidelberg Cylinder UV

PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FINISHES MACHINE
15 station A2 Collator with front & rear hand-feed 
– Theisen & Bonitz 303 Flexo 315
Assembling, stamping, and cutting machine - Pur Lux
Sewing machine; Perforator machine

TEHNICAL
CAPACITY
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www.nxprint.ro

Str.  Codrescu,  nr 6,  Iasi,  RO

0232 243 626

office@nxprint.ro

NX PRINT SRL

https://www.google.com/search?q=nx+print&sca_esv=574419571&rlz=1C1DIMC_enRO847RO847&sxsrf=AM9HkKmQRhyY6W7F7gCmHVs4RCLEfpC9ug%3A1697627742097&ei=Xr4vZfGwBZKM9u8PsqinqAo&ved=0ahUKEwjx15yUvP-BAxUShv0HHTLUCaUQ4dUDCBA&uact=5&oq=nx+print&gs_lp=Egxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAiCG54IHByaW50MgQQIxgnMgQQIxgnMg0QLhivARjHARiKBRgnMgUQABiABDIIEAAYywEYgAQyBRAAGIAEMgUQABiABDIFEAAYgAQyBRAAGIAEMggQABiKBRiGA0jbBlAAWNwCcAB4AJABAJgB6QOgAcMGqgEFMy0xLjG4AQPIAQD4AQHiAwQYACBBiAYB&sclient=gws-wiz-serp#

